Abstract. A study of body waves in fractured porous media saturated by two fluids is presented. We show the existence of four compressional and one rotational waves. The first and third compressional waves are analogous to the fast and slow compressional waves in Biot's theory. The second compressional wave arises because of fractures, whereas the fourth compressional wave is associated with the pressure difference between the fluid phases in the porous blocks. The effects of fractures on the phase velocity and attenuation coefficient of body waves are numerically investigated for a fractured sandstone saturated by air and water phases. All compressional waves except the first compressional wave are diffusive-type waves, i.e., highly attenuated and do not exist at low frequencies.
Introduction
Biot's work on wave propagation in saturated porous media dominated the field over three decades and influenced the direction of future research more than any other person who ever worked in this area (Biot, 1956a,b ). Biot's theory predicts two compressional waves and one rotational wave in a saturated porous medium. The first compressional wave is analogous to the compressional wave in elastic solids. The second compressional wave is slower and highly attenuated. Because of its highly dissipative behavior, it took more than 20 years to observe the second compressional wave (Plona, 1980) . Brutsaert (1964) extended Biot's theory and predicted three compressional waves in elastic porous media saturated by two fluids. The third compressional wave was also predicted by Garg and Nayfeh (1986) , Santos et al. (1990a,b) , and Tuncay and Corapcioglu (1996, 1996a) employed the volume averaging technique to derive the macroscopic constitutive relations as well as the macroscopic mass and momentum balance equations. Their analysis showed that the third compressional wave is associated with the pressure difference of the fluid phases. The third compressional wave has the lowest velocity and it is highly attenuated like the second compressional wave. Wave propagation in saturated porous media has been extensively studied, e.g., Bedford and Stem (1983) , Nakoryakov et al. (1989) , Bear and Corapcioglu (1989) . A review of the subject has been presented in Corapcioglu (1991) .
Deformable fractured porous media have been the subject of very few studies. Aifantis and co-workers published a series of papers on consolidation of saturated fractured porous media (Wilson and Aifantis, 1982; Beskos and Aifantis, 1986; Khaled et al., 1986) . The phenomenological coefficients of Aifantis' theory were expressed in terms of measurable coefficients by Wilson and Aifantis (1982) . Uniqueness and general solutions were investigated by Beskos and Aifantis (1986) . Wilson and Aifantis (1984) extended Aifantis' work to study wave propagation in saturated fractured porous media and predicted three compressional waves. The third compressional wave arises because of the fluid phase in the fractures (secondary pores). Similar results were obtained by Beskos who published a series of papers on the dynamics of fractured porous media (Beskos, 1989; Beskos et al., 1989a,b) .
In this study, we investigate the types and characteristics of waves in infinite isotropic fractured porous media saturated by two fluids based on the governing equations derived by Tuncay and Corapcioglu (1996) . We present a quantitative investigation of body waves for a fractured sandstone saturated by air and water phases.
Final Set of Governing Equations
We start by introducing the constitutive relations and governing equations for fractured porous media saturated by two fluids obtained by Tuncay and Corapcioglu (1996) . In the derivation, the fluid phases are assumed to be immiscible and at rest. Furthermore, the solid phase is assumed to be isotropic, experiencing small deformations and providing all shear resistance of the porous medium. Momentum transfer terms are expressed in terms of intrinsic and relative permeabilities assuming the validity of Darcy's law in fractured porous media. The theory is limited to low frequency wave propagation. The medium is assumed to have fractures which are referred as secondary pores. The pores of the nonfractured part of the porous medium are referred as primary pores. The secondary pores are saturated by wetting fluid whereas the primary pores are saturated by wetting and nonwetting fluids. The mass transfer between the primary pores and secondary pores per unit volume is approximated by Tuncay and Corapcioglu (1996) 1 fs2 p2 (u -v2) 
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where R is a material property of the porous medium and the wetting fluid, P2 and/sf are the pressures in fluid phase 2 and phase f, respectively. From now on, subscripts s, 1,2 and f will refer to the solid phase, nonwetting phase, wetting phase in the primary pores, and the fluid phase in the fractures, respectively. Barenblatt et al. (1960) proposed R as
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af [gf = a41V-~s+a42V.~l-i-a43V-u2+ t' q-a44V 9 uf q-[a44 \af a43o~2 ) M. The reader is referred to Tuncay and Corapcioglu (1996) for expressions of aij in terms of material parameters: I(~, bulk modulus of the solid grains; Kyr, bulk modulus of the fractured porous medium; Kf'~, bulk modulus of the nonfractured porous medium; ozi, volume fraction of phase i; $1, saturation of the nonwetting fluid phase; K1, bulk modulus of the nonwetting fluid phase;/s bulk modulus of the wetting fluid phase; Pc~ap, derivative of the capillary pressure-saturation relation with respect to 5"1; Gf~, shear modulus of the solid matrix and F, a material propertiy associated with the changes in volume fraction of fractures. M is given by OM Ot -R(PI -/52).
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We note that p2OM/Ot is equal to the mass transfer rate of wetting fluid phase between the primary pores and fractures. The volume averaged momentum balance equations are obtained as
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In Equations (13) 
Compressional Waves
To investigate compressional waves, we apply divergence to Equations (8)- (11) to obtain 02gs (Ps) Ot 2
where ej = V 9 aj and a~l = all qt_ 4Gyr/3. We state the dilatational plane harmonic waves propagating along the z direction by sj = Bj e i(~z-wt),
Pf = Aj e i(~z-r176
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where Bj, Bin, Ay and Ap are the wave amplitudes, ( is the wave number, co is the frequency and i is the imaginary number. The phase velocity is defined as c = co/(r where ~ is the real part of the wave number. The imaginary part of ~ is called the attenuation coefficient. Substitution of Equation (19) in Equations (5)- (11) yields a set of homogeneous algebraic equations and for nontrivial solution the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be equal to zero. The coefficient matrix is obtained as shown in Equation (20) opposite. For a given co, the determinant of the coefficient matrix equated to zero, is known as the 'dispersion equation' in wave mechanics literature. It is an eighthorder polynomial in terms of wave number. The polynomial contains only the even powers of the wave number. Because the amplitude of the waves should decrease as they propagate, imaginary part of the wave number must be greater than zero. This implies the existence of four compressional waves. Since the determinant of the coefficient matrix is extremely lengthy, the reader is referred to Tuncay (t995) for the explicit expression of the determinant. When M = 0, i.e., no mass exchange between the porous blocks and fractures, the number of unknowns reduce to twelve (gg, ul, u2 and ~f) and the coefficient matrix reduces to a four by four matrix.
Rotational Waves
To investigate the rotational waves, we apply curl operator to Equations (8)- (11) (ps) or2
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where ftj = V • ~j. Substitution of harmonic waves in (21)- (24) yields 
Numerical Results
The dispersion equations for compressional and rotational waves are the determinants of Equations (20) and (25) equated to zero, respectively. For a given frequency, these equations are solved for the wave number. The phase velocity is defined as c = a;/~, where ~r is the real part of the wave number. The imaginary part of ( is called the attenuation coefficient. The material parameters in Table I correspond to a fractured sandstone saturated by air and water phases. Van Genuchten's Figures 2-5 , we conclude that the volume fraction of fractures causes a notable change in the phase velocity of P2 only. Especially, the phase velocities of P3 and P4 appear to be independent of the volume fraction of fractures. We should note that P2 vanishes when as the volume fraction of fractures approaches zero. We conclude that P2 is associated with the fluid phase in the fractures and vanishes when the medium is nonfractured. As seen in Figure 6 , the rotational wave 5' has the second highest phase velocity. Then, we investigate the saturation dependence of phase velocities (Figures 10-13) . The volume fraction of fractures and frequency are taken as 0.01 and 1000 Hz, respectively. In Figure 10 , we observe a significant drop in the phase velocity of P1. This is due to the high compressibility of the air phase. This behavior was observed in several experimental studies (Domenico, 1974; Murphy, 1982) . After a minimum value, the phase velocity of P1 increases with increasing air saturation.
The phase velocity of P2 does not change with changes in the air saturation ( Figure  11) . The phase velocity of P3 behaves similar to that of P1. As seen in Figure  12 , P4 vanishes when the pores are fully saturated by water. We conclude that P4 arises because of the second fluid phase in the primary pores. In nonfractured porous media, Tuncay and Corapcioglu (1995) showed that this compressional wave depends on the capillary-pressure-saturation relation and vanishes when the pressures of the fluid phases are equal. Figure 13 illustrates the dependence of phase velocity of S on the air saturation. We observe almost a linear variation as the air saturation increases. Figures 14-18 illustrate the frequency dependence of the attenuation coefficients. The air saturation $1 is taken as 0.1. The volume fraction of fractures changes the order of magnitude of the attenuation coefficient of P1 and S more than one order for frequencies less that 1000Hz. This can be explained by the high intrinsic permeability of the fractures. The attenuation coefficient of P2 shows dependence on the volume fraction of fractures for frequencies higher than 100 Hz (see Figure 15) . The attenuation coefficient of P2 increases with the volume fraction of fractures. As seen in Figures 16-17 , the attenuation coefficients of P3 and P4 do not depend on the volume fraction of fractures. As in P1, attenuation coefficient of S significantly depends on the volume fraction of fractures (see Figure 18) . Figures 19-22 show the attenuation coefficients of the body waves as a function of the air saturation $1. The volume fraction fractures and frequency are taken as 0.01 and 1000 Hz, respectively. The attenuation coefficients of P1 and S decrease as air saturation $1 increases (see Figures 19 and 22) . The attenuation coefficient of P2 is almost independent of the saturation. As seen in Figures 20 and 21 , the attenuation coefficients of P3 and P4 significantly depend on the saturation. As noted earlier P4 disappears when there is only one fluid phase in the primary pores. As seen in Figure 21 , the attenuation coefficient of P4 reaches to very large values when the air saturation approaches zero.
Conclusions
We studied the characteristics of body waves in fractured porous media saturated by two fluids. We showed the existence of four compressional and one rotational waves. The fastest wave (P1) is analogous to Biot's fast wave. The second wave (P2) arises because of the fluid phase in the fractures and it vanishes when the medium is not fractured. The third compressional wave (P3) corresponds to the slow wave of Biot's theory. The fourth compressional wave (P4) is due to the second fluid phase (nonwetting fluid) in the primary pores. The second, third and fourth compressional waves disappear when the frequency approaches zero and are associated with diffusive-type processes, i.e., highly attenuated. The rotational wave (S) is analogous to the rotational wave in elastic solids. All waves are dispersed and attenuated. Especially, the second, third and fourth compressional waves are highly attenuated. Because of the high attenuation, an experimental confirmation of these waves can be very difficult. We numerically examined the frequency, saturation, volume fraction of fractures dependence of phase velocity and attenuation coefficient of body waves. The third and fourth compressional waves do not depend on the volume fraction of fractures. The phase velocities of the first compressional and rotational waves slightly change due to the volume fraction of fractures. However, we observed a change in the order of magnitude of the attenuation coefficients of the first compressional and rotational waves due to the presence of the fractures. This can be explained by the high intrinsic permeability of the fractures.
